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As integration processes in Europe gain momentum, Ukraine is desperately looking for a place and a
role for itself in the new European home.
Meeting in the western Ukrainian city of Lviv in mid-May, presidents of Central and Eastern European
states - Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Germany, Poland, Romania, Slovenia and
Ukraine - looked for joint solutions to common regional challenges and defined the key topic of the
summit as a "human dimension of general European and regional integration and its role in building a
new Europe". Being aware of realities of integration processes and difference in pace and chances for
accession, the regional leaders addressed ways to prevent economic and political vacuum in Central
and Eastern Europe that might appear shortly after some of CEE states join the European Union.
Although politicians appeared to be sincere in their strife to minimize negative implications of the
potential new division lines, significant factors make it a difficult task.
Ukraine's key concerns in connection with some of its neighbors' potential membership in the EU focus
on efforts to avoid falling into an economic, political and security "grey zone" following the emergence
of new division lines between "members", "hopefuls" and "basket cases" in the rapidly changing
Central and Eastern Europe. Specifically, Ukraine stresses the need to search for ways to preserve free
movement arrangements - which would contradict the Schengen rules some of Ukraine's neighbors like
Poland will have to adhere to once joining the EU. New questions may emerge in the field of trade,
customs and tariff regulations between new members and non-members.
Speaking at a recent conference on "Ukraine and European Union: Economic Reality and Political
Vision", organized by the Ukrainian Foreign Policy Association and the German Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, Ukraine's Foreign Minister Borys Tarasiuk stressed that Ukraine sought "re-integration" as
"return to the family of European nations, restoration of historic justice and assertion of European
identity of the Ukrainian people". While admitting hardships in the pursuit of the European choice, the
minister stated the integration goal "finds practically total consensus in the Ukrainian society".
Meanwhile, as many as 58 percent of respondents in a recent opinion poll conducted in Kyiv -
generally known for its pro-western and pro-democratic views - stated they sought wanted closer ties
with Russia and believed that the two countries could overcome the current economic crisis together.
According to the official perspective, any way other than the one towards European integration would
have a damaging effect on Ukraine as it would keep it away from benefits of democratic processes,
political security and stability, economic prosperity based on advanced technologies and effective
international cooperation.
Foreign Minister Tarasiuk is not inclined to view Ukraine's integration into European structures as an
alternative to the "Russian path", as, he argues, Russia itself takes an active part in European
integration processes. Here, however, an opinion expressed by Director of the Institute of Ukrainian-
Russian Relations Serhiy Pirozhkov seems to be more adequate: since Russia views the entire post-
Soviet environment as the sphere of its special interests, Ukraine may find it rather difficult to play on
Russia's pro-Europe sentiments, if any.
While encouraging Ukraine's strife for giving real contents to its declared "strategic partnership" with
Europe, the EU can hardly do more than support Ukraine on the way towards economic and political
reforms, but not carry out the reforms for it, or worse, ignore the fact that profound transformations in
the country's economy and civil society still have to take place.
Stumbling badly on the way towards reform, Ukraine shows neither signs of economic recovery nor
understanding how the current problems can be overcome. Within more than seven years of
independent statehood, the country managed to attract less than US$ 2.5 billion in direct foreign
investment. By March 1999, 17.9 percent of Ukrainian enterprises had stopped their production cycles,
and 53.8 percent of enterprises that continued to operate had been loss-making. More than 60 percent
of Ukrainians believe their living standards deteriorated dramatically since 1991. With the inflation rate
of about 20 percent a year (expected to jump to 35-40 percent by the end of 1999), the per capita GDP
of less than US$ 1,000 that has reduced, in real terms, at the pace of average 4.2 percent within the first
quarter of 1999, and reduction of industrial output in January and February alone by 2.1 percent,
Ukraine may find it extremely challenging to demonstrate due economic viability and reach the EU
standards.
European integration ranks high on the list of priorities of the current government and the incumbent
president Leonid Kuchma who sees Ukraine's role as "not intermediary political play between countries
of Europe and Russia, but as that of a transmitter and an integrating element in the center of the
Eurasian region". Although the notorious "multi-vector" perspective - that has been often viewed as a
lack of clear direction - is present in the President's statement, the European integration objective will
remain high on Ukraine's foreign policy agenda if President Kuchma will remain in office after the
October 1999 presidential election. If he loses, Ukraine's aspirations for closer ties with the rest of
Europe will inevitably undergo changes depending on the new president's perspectives.
Most of consistent advocates of the European way for Ukraine among the current presidential
candidates, primarily leader of the Ukrainian People's Movement Rukh, former foreign minister and
career diplomat Hennady Udovenko and leader of the Rukh's breakaway wing, former minister of the
environment Yuri Kostenko, have very little chance to win the race, and, therefore, their perspectives
on Ukraine's prospects for European integration are currently of purely academic value. Ukraine's
former security services head and then prime minister Yevhen Marchuk has been traditionally regarded
as an educated and far-sighted leader inclined to model his actions after European Social Democrats.
He has repeatedly stressed the importance of a socially-oriented government and economy, western-
style self-governance, regional and Transatlantic cooperation, and though the developments in Kosovo
made him a strong critic of NATO actions, maintained closer ties with the European community high
on his agenda. Though, his chances to be elected the president are not much higher than those of his
national-democratic competitors.
One of Leonid Kuchma's strongest opponents, leader of Ukrainian Socialists Oleksandr Moroz has
refrained from expressing any favorable views on benefits of integration into European structures, as he
is counting on voters who do not regard the issue of European integration as important for them.
Meanwhile, it is likely that Moroz, should he become the president, would act much in line with the
current foreign policy agenda.
Leader of the radical left-wing Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine, a female alternative to Russia's
Zhirinovsky, Natalia Vitrenko - now ranking second in popularity immediately after the incumbent
president in opinion polls - sees the West in general and Western Europe in particular as a threat of
"capital expansionism" and argues that Ukraine's problems can be solved in "development of friendly
and mutually beneficial relations, primarily with the CIS states." She advocates the restoration of the
Soviet Union on a new basis, but regards such a union as premature now, while "normal imperialists"
like Yeltsin are in power. She often speaks publicly of some "world government" that uses the IMF, the
World Bank and other international institutions for the purpose of finally destroying Ukraine.
Vehement critic of the West, leader of Ukrainian Communists Petro Symonenko quotes benefits of
European integration as arguments in favor of creating a new union of post-Soviet states, while
completely ignoring the fact that the European community is based on totally different principles. In a
country where every fourth citizen is ethnic Russian, every third is a Russian-speaker, and almost 80
percent suffer from economic and social deprivation, left-wingers' arguments based on the claim that
"the West does not want us as equals anyway", amplified with references to the past might of the
Soviet Union find more understanding that official expectations that Europe will respond eagerly to
Ukraine's first steps and declarations.
Perspectives on Ukraine's future relations with the European community, shared by another very strong
- though not formally nominated yet - left-wing candidate, Speaker of the Ukrainian parliament
Oleksandr Tkachenko, may be best illustrated by his successful push for Ukraine's full membership in
the Interparliamentary Assembly of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), calls for reunion
of "brother Slavs" made in Belarus, suggestions to introduce a joint currency with Russia, efforts to
pass a vote on reconsidering the Ukraine-NATO Charter and controversial promises of military and
technical assistance to Serbia at the height of the Kosovo crisis just when President Kuchma was
struggling to have the U.S. and Western Europe notice Ukraine's peaceful settlement initiatives. If the
Communists and Peasants, with support of some Socialists, do agree on nominating Tkachenko as their
single presidential candidate, his chances to be elected will become extremely strong. In that case,
having Ukraine run by a pro-union president, enhanced by somebody like Mr. Symonenko as the head
of the parliament, it is likely that the European community may have good reasons to regret that
Ukraine did not become "fully European" before.
Conclusion
Unless Ukraine pursues democratic and economic reforms and avoids isolation from general European
integration processes, it will be perceived internationally and internally as a "semi-autonomous
province", as Foreign Minister Tarasiuk put it.
And yet, a good deal of ideas and statements expressed in the context of Ukraine's plans for integration
into the European community belong to the sphere of wishful thinking rather than reality. Although the
Vienna EU summit recognized relations between Ukraine and the EU as a "strategic and unique
partnership", the recognition itself is not enough to secure Ukraine a welcome to European structures.
Development by EU states of the Joint Strategy for Ukraine means not only a demonstration of positive
political will and readiness to give momentum to bilateral and multilateral relations, but also
understanding that an unreformed, non-democratic, economically weak and politically unstable
Ukraine would be a serious security challenge to European security. It is critical for Ukraine to know
that the door to the EU, as well as the door to NATO, remains open, and the accession is possible in
principle provided the country succeeds in the pursuit of democratic and free market transformations
internally and meets the set criteria for membership; it is also critical for Ukraine to realize that
arguments like "we are the keystone of security in Europe" alone do not sound convincing anymore.
